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Abstract

I study a model of centralized school choice in which students engage in costly search

over schools before submitting preference reports to a clearinghouse. I consider three

classes of preferences over schools—idiosyncratic, common, and hybrid—and charac-

terize outcomes under two search protocols—simultaneous and sequential. With id-

iosyncratic preferences, there are no search externalities, and inefficiencies arise only

because of uncoordinated search. Common preferences, however, generate search exter-

nalities: when high-priority students search, seats available to lower-priority students

are adversely selected. Consequently, sequential search generates greater welfare than

simultaneous search with idiosyncratic preferences but not necessarily with common.

Additionally, with common preferences, welfare is nonmonotonic in search costs. I also

show that the search protocol affects outcome inequality in important ways. For both

protocols, I provide an instrument by which a designer can break students’ indifferences

in search strategies to coordinate search and increase welfare.
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1 Introduction

Many large urban school districts—including New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Boston—

use centralized clearinghouses to match students to high schools, and many foreign countries—

for example, Brazil, China, Germany, and India—use them to match students to universities.

There is an abundance of theoretical research on school assignment mechanisms. Most of

the literature assumes students have complete information over their preferences.1 However,

numerous empirical studies suggest this may not be the case. Hoxby and Turner (2015)

show that information interventions impact students’ application and enrollment decisions.

Moreover, acquiring information on schools can be costly, as shown by Hastings and We-

instein (2008). To address the tradeoffs of more information with the costs of search, I

develop a theoretical model in which students endogenously acquire information about their

preferences prior to participating in a centralized clearinghouse.

I study this model along two dimensions: preferences over schools and students’ search

protocol. For preferences, I consider idiosyncratic and common. Idiosyncratic preferences are

relevant if students have heterogeneous preferences over programs offered, extracurriculars,

etc. Common preferences capture environments in which students value the same character-

istics, for example, academic quality. For each class of preferences, I consider simultaneous

search, which applies to environments in which students commit to a tour of school visits,

and sequential search, capturing settings in which students have many visit opportunities. I

analyze the equilibrium effects preferences, search protocol, and search costs have on student

welfare and inequality.

To match students to schools, I employ one of the most commonly used mechanisms:

student-proposing deferred acceptance (henceforth DA).2

To see the forces in this model, consider a district with two schools where one school is

strictly larger than the other. Both schools have the same priorities over a continuum of

students, who know their precise rankings. Such priorities could be generated by performance

on a standardized test or lottery, as done in many school-choice settings, and informing each

student of her ranking.
1See next section for a review of related literature.
2See Gale and Shapley (1962) for details on the Deferred Acceptance algorithm.
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First, suppose that students’ preferences are idiosyncratic. Specifically, let students’

utilities for schools be independently drawn from a standard uniform distribution.3 Because

preferences are independent, students do not impose search externalities on each other—

each student’s search problem is effectively an individual search problem. Because student-

proposing DA is strategy-proof, students rank schools from highest utility realization to

lowest, treating unvisited schools as their expected match utilities. As information costs

increase, all students’ expected values decrease.

Now consider common preferences. Each school has an objective quality drawn inde-

pendently from a standard uniform distribution. Common values induce correlation across

students’ reports and alter the straightforward results above.

For simplicity, partition students into three categories: H,M, and L. H students have

sufficiently high priorities that they are always matched to their reported first choice. M

students have intermediate priorities and have guaranteed admission to the larger school if

they list it as their first choice but not to the smaller school. L students have low priorities

and do not have guaranteed admission to either school.4

Under common preferences, M and L students face a winner’s curse—being admitted to

a school they are not guaranteed admission to is bad news. This is because vacant seats are

adversely selected. As H students collect more information, they are more likely to attend

the better school, leaving seats open at the worse school.

This adverse selection affects search. At the outset, M and L students do not know

which schools will have vacancies once H students have been matched. Consequently, in

equilibrium, all M and L students refrain from search for any positive search cost.

There is a zero-sum nature to how match utilities are allocated under common preferences.

In equilibrium, M students always report their guaranteed school as their first choice: it

cannot be adversely selected, hence yields greater expected utility than the other school,

which may be adversely selected. The remaining surplus is split between H and L students:

gains in H students’ match utilities equate to losses in L students’ match utilities. A universal

reduction in search costs allows H students to search more thoroughly and get better matches,
3Here I consider a uniform distribution for simplicity. As shown in Section 4, the results generalize.
4As shown in Section 5, there are cutoffs in priorities that determine a student’s type.
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hurting L students. Thus, decreasing search costs can lead to the undesirable effect of

generating more unequal outcomes.

In practice, there are different search protocols by which students visit schools. Search

is sequential if students have many opportunities to visit and no commitment. For example,

high schools often offer shadow days over a range of dates with no restrictions. In other cases,

search is simultaneous: students choose the schools they will visit at the outset. For instance,

families may plan a tour of schools entailing nonrefundable travel and accommodations.

Alternatively, students may partake in a bus tour of schools, hence will visit all schools

scheduled on the tour regardless of their impressions of those they have already visited.

The search protocol impacts equilibrium outcomes. In individual search problems, se-

quential search is generally more efficient than simultaneous search. In a school-choice set-

ting, however, students are strategic, and their reports are siphoned into an algorithm where

their matching depends on others’ reports. Hence, it is not immediately clear which search

protocol is more efficient. Under idiosyncratic preferences, there are no search externalities.

Thus, as in individual choice, students are weakly better off under sequential search than

under simultaneous search.

Common values, however, induce search externalities that yield more nuanced compar-

isons between search protocols. While M students have the same utility across both protocols

since they always attend their guaranteed school without search, H students’ search affects

L students’ outcomes. At high costs, sequential search is better than simultaneous search for

H students but worse for L students: H students visit more schools under sequential search

than under simultaneous search at high costs, so on average L students have access to worse

seats under sequential search. At high costs, welfare is higher under simultaneous search

than under sequential search, marking another distinction from the idiosyncratic case.

Despite match utilities being zero sum, at low costs, H and L students both have higher

expected values under sequential search. While sequential search is more efficient than si-

multaneous search for H students, at low costs, it is also less thorough. H students sometimes

attend the worse school, leaving open seats at the better school.

What would happen if students had preferences with both common and idiosyncratic

components? While there are no search externalities under purely idiosyncratic preferences,
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the presence of an idiosyncratic component in this hybrid model increases search external-

ities spurred by the common component. The common component creates a winner’s curse

that discourages search for low-priority students, but potential gains in the idiosyncratic

component incentivize more search than if preferences were purely common. Indeed, there

are costs at which students do not search under common preferences but do search when an

idiosyncratic component is added. An increase in high-priority students’ search worsens the

adverse selection faced by the lowest-priority student. Thus, despite idiosyncratic utilities

inducing no search externalities on their own, the idiosyncratic component of a hybrid model

exacerbates the search externalities brought on by the common component.

The results above are for symmetric equilibria in which ties are broken uniformly at

random; however, symmetric tie-breaking can generate inefficiencies in this incomplete-

information setting. The inefficiency from random tie-breaking stems from a coordination

problem in which high-priority students unnecessarily crowd out seats that could be made

available to lower-priority students.

Previous work has studied how to efficiently break ties in matching environments with

complete information. A matching environment with information acquisition presents a new

source of indifference on the students’ side: students may be ex-ante indifferent between

visit sets. Under idiosyncratic preferences, schools are symmetric, so students are indifferent

among which schools they visit conditional on the number of visits. For both search proto-

cols, I provide a simple, noninvasive instrument by which a social planner breaks students’

indifferences in search strategies to coordinate their actions and improve welfare. For a range

of search costs, this instrument can generate substantial improvements.

My results have several implications for the design of school choice. Common prefer-

ences generate search externalities, which can make simultaneous search more efficient than

sequential search, in equilibrium. Additionally, school districts can overcome coordination

problems and increase welfare with a noninvasive instrument that breaks students’ indiffer-

ences in search strategies.
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2 Related Literature

Despite empirical evidence of students being partially informed of their preferences over

schools—see Hastings and Weinstein (2008), Hoxby and Turner (2015), and Corcoran et al.

(2018)—there is relatively little theoretical research on matching with incomplete informa-

tion, and much of that literature is recent. Liu et al. (2014) and Liu (2020) formulate notions

of stability under asymmetric information with transfers. Bikhchandani (2017), Chen and

Hu (2018), and Fernandez et al. (2021) study environments with incomplete information and

no transfers.

There has been some theoretical work on matching with information acquisition. Lee

and Schwarz (2017) study costly interviews in one-to-one matching in which both sides are

uninformed of their preferences at the outset and firms simultaneously search over candidates.

Immorlica et al. (2020) find that when students sequentially inspect schools, information

deadlocks preclude the existence of a mechanism that guarantees a regret-free stable outcome.

Echenique et al. (2021) show that under interview capacity constraints, reported preferences

should not be taken as an agent’s true preferences because reports are distorted by the

interview process. Artemov (2021) studies a model in which schools’ common values are

known and one school has an idiosyncratic component that is costly to observe; he shows that

under random serial dictatorship, students collect less information than is socially optimal.

I study a school-choice setting with a centralized clearinghouse in which preferences range

from idiosyncratic to common. I focus on how equilibrium behavior translates to different

outcomes under multiple search protocols, paying particular attention to welfare, inequality,

and comparative statics with respect to search costs.5

I am not the first to point out a winner’s curse in a matching setting. Kloosterman

and Troyan (2020) study a similar phenomenon in their model of school choice with inter-

dependent preferences. An important distinction between our models is that theirs assumes

student information has a particular form (a student is either perfectly informed or com-

pletely uninformed) and that information is determined exogenously. In my model, students

can be partially informed, and the amount of information a student collects, hence also the
5For lab experiments on school choice with costly information acquisition, see Chen and He (2021) and

Hakimov et al. (2021).
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degree of the winner’s curse, is endogenous. This allows me to gain insights on how common

values impact students’ search decisions, reporting decisions, and outcomes. Additionally, I

show how the search protocol affects the severity of the winner’s curse and that search costs

impact which protocol yields greater welfare.

This paper also touches on the tie-breaking literature in matching. Existing work has

focused on complete-information environments in which agents exhibit indifferences in their

preferences, often schools having coarse priorities over students—see Erdil and Ergin (2008)

and Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2009).6 I contribute to this literature by studying how to effi-

ciently break students’ ex-ante ties in search strategies, prior to students participating in a

centralized clearinghouse. Breaking ties at the outset can have important welfare effects.

3 Model

School-choice markets tend to be large. For example, the New York City Department of

Education annually assigns tens of thousands of eighth graders to high schools; centralized

college admission in China involves about 10 million applicants a year.7 To approximate

these large markets, I study a continuum of students with unit mass.

The school district has J schools. School or college j, denoted kj, has capacity qj > 0.

The school district has sufficient capacity:
!J

j=1 qj = 1. I assume that all students are

acceptable to all schools and that the outside option of not attending a school in the set

{k1, . . . , kJ} has a utility of 0, which implies that all schools are acceptable to all students.

Without loss of generality, assume that q1 ≥ q2 ≥ · · · ≥ qJ . Schools have the same priority

rankings over students. This assumption applies to settings with a standardized test or

some other objective measure governing schools’ preferences. Alternatively, such a priority

ranking can be the consequence of a global lottery over students.

Students are indexed by their priorities. Each student i ∈ [0, 1] knows her priority. A

higher number means higher priority. This applies to settings in which students know their

test score/lottery number.
6Erdil and Ergin (2017) extend their earlier work to allow for indifferences in preferences on both sides

of the market.
7See Corcoran et al. (2018) and Chen and Kesten (2017).
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In many school-choice settings, schools have limited discretion over their admission poli-

cies, so I do not consider strategic behavior on their part. I focus only on students, as is

common in the literature.8

3.1 Utility Specifications

Student i receives a utility of Uij for attending school kj. I start with two extreme cases

of utility: pure idiosyncratic utilities and pure common values. Under idiosyncratic prefer-

ences, Uij = Sij. Each Sij is drawn independently according to a cumulative distribution

function F (·), which has full support on [0, b] for finite b > 0. I assume that F is continu-

ously differentiable on (0, b) and has probability density function f(·), which is continuous.9

Idiosyncratic preferences capture heterogeneity in students’ preferences for schools and serve

as a useful benchmark that are easy to generalize.

Under pure common values, Uij = δj. That is, each student receives the same utility δj

for attending school kj. We can interpret δj as an objective measure of school quality. Each

δj is drawn independently from a uniform distribution on [0, 1].

I study these two antipodal models because they are instructive of the forces they bring.10

After analyzing these two settings and the equilibrium patterns they generate, I study a

setting that combines them and show how their forces interact.

3.2 Search Protocols

Unlike many matching models that assume perfect information over preferences, this model

assumes that students do not know their preferences at the outset. Rather, each student i

must pay a cost c > 0 to visit school kj and observe Uij.11 Students cannot observe other

students’ search or utility realizations.
8See Pathak and Sönmez (2008) and Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2015).
9These conditions are sufficient for a well-behaved distribution of the match utility corresponding to the

student’s favorite visited school.
10Because I study a continuum of students, there is no aggregate uncertainty in preferences. In Section

5.3, I present a 3-student example that exhibits aggregate uncertainty and maintains the forces highlighted
in the continuum model.

11While I assume that c is constant across all students, the results under idiosyncratic preferences are
maintained when students’ costs are independently and identically distributed.
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I study both simultaneous search and sequential search, as both search protocols are

plausible in a school-choice or centralized-college-admission setting. If parents and students

schedule a tour of schools with commitment, for example, by booking a trip with nonrefund-

able travel and accommodations, they are effectively searching simultaneously. In contrast,

if families visit schools over time and have no commitment, they are essentially searching

sequentially.

Under simultaneous search, students choose upfront which set Li ⊆ {k1, . . . , kJ} of schools

to visit. This is their only opportunity to search. Under sequential search, a student either

visits a school in {k1, . . . , kJ} they have not yet visited or stops search altogether. If she

visits a school, she immediately observes her utility of attending that school. This continues

until she either stops search or has visited every school in the district. Under both protocols,

students may choose to not visit any schools.

3.3 Matching Procedure

After search, each student i submits a complete, strictly-ordered preference list Ri ≡ Ri({Uij}j∈Li
)

to the school district.12 I place no additional restrictions on submitted reports. For exam-

ple, a student can report an unvisited as her first choice. This could realistically occur if a

student visits few schools and does not like any of them.

After students submit reports, the school district runs student-proposing DA and obtains

matching ν. Because schools have the same preferences over students, student-proposing DA

is effectively serial dictatorship. The algorithm starts at the top of the list of students (i = 1)

then works its way down, assigning each student to her first choice that is still available.

After the algorithm is finished running, each student i attends the school to which she is

matched and receives utility

Vi(Li, Ri) = Uiν(i) − c|Li|,

where Li is the set of schools student i visited.
12It is not unreasonable to rank all schools if there are relatively few or if schools are in the same tier. See

Chen and Kesten (2017) and Kesten and Kurino (2019).
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3.4 Equilibrium

I focus on Nash equilibria. Under simultaneous search, the standard best-response conditions

for a Nash equilibrium in this setting translate to:

(1) Students maximize expected utility when choosing visit strategies:

E [Vi(Li, Ri(Li))] ≥ E [Vi(L
′, Ri(L

′))] ∀L′;

(2) Students maximize expected utility when submitting reports:

E
"
Vi(Li, Ri)|{Uij}kj∈Li

#
≥ E

"
Vi(Li, R

′)|{Uij}kj∈Li

#
∀R′.

Under sequential search, the best-response conditions are analogous but with students max-

imizing over visit strategies (an ordering rule and a stopping rule) rather than a fixed Li.

Because the district uses DA and all students are acceptable to all schools, the market clears.

All seats are filled, and there are no stray students left unmatched.

Most of the analysis is on symmetric Nash equilibria, in which students employ a uniform-

random tie-breaking rule, which I refer to as an equilibrium.13 Specifically, if multiple search

strategies are utility maximizing, the student chooses uniformly at random among those

that involve the most visits. Similarly, if multiple reports to the clearinghouse are utility

maximizing, the student chooses from them uniformly at random. This refinement simplifies

my discussion but is not necessary for the qualitative results below.

4 Idiosyncratic Preferences

Idiosyncratic preferences apply to settings in which students have varying preferences over

schools’ characteristics: location, classes offered, and extracurriculars, for example. I show

that under idiosyncratic preferences, students have straightforward reporting strategies and

no search externalities. As a result, each student’s expected utility decreases in costs and
13There are many Nash equilibria in this game, but I focus on symmetric equilibria because they are

realistic in school choice where it is unlikely that a sizable fraction of students coordinate strategies. I return
to a discussion of asymmetric Nash equilibria in Section 6.
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is weakly higher under sequential search than under simultaneous search. Idiosyncratic

preferences serve as a useful benchmark and have results that contrast nicely with results

under common preferences.

4.1 Simultaneous Search

I solve for the equilibrium via backwards induction. First, I solve for the reports students

submit to the clearinghouse conditional on visits. Then, I solve for which schools students

visit. Lemma 1 provides the equilibrium reporting strategy.

Lemma 1. Under idiosyncratic preferences, it is utility-maximizing for student i to report

schools from the highest realized Sij to the lowest. She ranks unvisited schools as if they have

realizations equal to E [Sij]. Tied schools are ordered uniformly at random among themselves.

Lemma 1 states that, under idiosyncratic preferences, students maximize utility by em-

ploying the natural reporting strategy of ranking schools from the highest realization to the

lowest. This result follows from strategy-proofness of proposers in DA. Under idiosyncratic

preferences, conditioning on others’ actions does not affect a student’s expected match util-

ity of each school. Hence, she reports truthfully. The tie-breaking rule implies she orders

unvisited schools uniformly at random.

The refinement that students randomize among utility-maximizing reports uniformly at

random is fairly innocuous.14 Because schools are symmetric, there is no reason students

should systematically break ties to favor one school over another. Even so, the qualitative

results below would still hold if students broke ties asymmetrically across schools in some

independent and identically distributed fashion. Holding all other students’ reports fixed, if

using the reporting strategy in Lemma 1 matches a student to a school she visited, generically

all other utility-maximizing reports will match her to the same school. Likewise, if the

student is matched to an unvisited school, any other utility-maximizing report generically

matches her to an unvisited school, which yields the same expected utility. It is sufficient to

consider only positive-probability events, so for the remainder of the paper I ignore knife-edge

cases (for example, two schools having the same realization).
14In Section 6, I analyze Nash equilibria that break this refinement.
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Now I solve for the set of schools each student visits. Importantly, this is not a standard

search problem. When choosing visit sets, students account for the fact that their matching

is determined by DA, which is affected by others’ reports.

Before getting to the equilibrium forces, consider a problem in which student i is given

some exogenous admission set Di and is matched to her highest-ranked school in Di. Then

the student determines the number of schools she visits using a simple threshold strategy.

As costs increase, she visits fewer schools. Define ℓ∗Di
(c) to be the number of visits ℓ ∈

{0, 1, . . . , |Di|} that maximizes student i’s expected value.15 As shown in the appendix,

school visits have diminishing returns in match quality. Thus, students increase the number

of schools they visit until match-quality returns fall below cost c, implying that ℓ∗Di
(c) is a

threshold rule and is weakly decreasing in c. This strategy is useful in characterizing the

equilibrium of the full game.

Definition 1. Consider simultaneous search. Let student i have admission set Di. Define

the Sim-Max search strategy as follows:

• If ℓ∗Di
(c) < |Di|, student i visits ℓ∗Di

(c) schools uniformly at random among schools in

Di.

• If ℓ∗Di
(c) = |Di|, student i visits all schools in Di.

The Sim-Max search strategy maximizes the expected utility of the individual search

problem under simultaneous search. Proposition 1a shows the straightforward result that

when preferences are idiosyncratic and students’ matches are determined by the clearing-

house, students’ search problems are effectively individual search problems. Because there is

a continuum of students, there is no aggregate uncertainty. If all students employ the above

strategy, they can deduce their admission sets endogenous to the equilibrium.

Proposition 1a. Under idiosyncratic preferences and simultaneous search, there is a unique

equilibrium.16 In equilibrium, each student i knows the set of schools Di to which she can

gain admission and employs the Sim-Max search strategy.
15Recall that if multiple such ℓ’s exist, ℓ∗Di

(c) is defined to be the highest one. This ensures uniqueness
but is not essential for my results.

16That is, the equilibrium is unique under the refinements stated in Section 3.4.
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For intuition, it is helpful to use an admission cutoff characterization of DA. Let r ∈ [0, 1]J

be a vector of admission cutoffs such that student i is able to gain admission to school

kj ⇐⇒ i ≥ rj. Thus, if a student knows admission cutoffs r, she can restrict her attention

to the schools in her admission set Di ≡ {kj : i ≥ rj}.

Lemma 2. In equilibrium, each school kj has an admission cutoff rj. If qj ≥ qj′, then

rj ≤ rj′. That is, larger schools have lower admission cutoffs. Moreover, admission cutoffs

r are unique and independent of costs c. Last, r1 = 0, implying that everyone can gain

admission to school 1.

This lemma extends results on the existence of admission cutoffs in a complete-information

environment (Lemma 3 of (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2015)) to my incomplete-information set-

ting. Suppose equilibrium cutoffs exist and that each student i knows her admission set

Di. By symmetry, she has equal ex-ante probability of attending each school in Di. Stu-

dents with the same admission set matriculate into those schools at identical rates. This

is true regardless of how many schools each student visits since they choose their visit sets

uniformly at random within Di. Thus, equilibrium cutoffs are independent of c. Because

there is even yield, a larger school must admit a greater share of students than a smaller

school; otherwise the larger school would have vacant seats and the smaller school would

be overcrowded. Since all students are matched, the largest school has a cutoff of 0. With

Lemma 2 in hand, students can derive the equilibrium admission cutoffs themselves, hence

also derive their admission sets, simplifying their decision problems.

Corollary 1. Under simultaneous search, all students’ expected values are decreasing in costs

c in equilibrium. Hence, expected equilibrium welfare

E
"
W sim(c)

#
=

$ 1

0

%
E
"
V sim
Di

(L∗
i , R

∗
i )
#
− cℓ∗Di

(c)
&
di

is also decreasing in c.

Corollary 1 ensures that, in equilibrium, higher costs make students worse off. As costs

increase, students either (1) visit the same number of schools but pay more in information
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costs, or (2) visit fewer schools, reducing their match utility. Complete-information welfare

corresponds to E
"
W sim(0)

#
and is strictly greater than E

"
W sim(c)

#
for any c > 0.

While decreasing c helps all students, it helps them differentially. Students with larger

admission sets visit weakly more schools. Let ℓ̄(c) be the largest admission set size such that

ℓ∗Di
(c) = |Di|. To highlight the distributive effects of decreasing search costs, I decompose

welfare by sorting students into two groups.

I label students in the first group admission-constrained students. Such students have

Di ∈ Dac ≡ {D : |D| ≤ ℓ̄(c)} ∪ {k1} and do not get a higher expected match utility from

a decrease in c. They either already visit every school to which they can gain admission

or have only one school in their admission set (hence do not visit it at any cost). While

a decrease in c can increase admission-constrained students’ expected values by decreasing

their information costs, their match qualities cannot increase because they already attend

the best school available to them.

In contrast, cost-constrained students have Di ∈ Dcc ≡ {D : |D| > ℓ̄(c)}\{k1} and benefit

two-fold from a decrease in c: they pay less per school visit and may be incentivized to visit

more schools.

Decreasing c has important distributive effects. Decreasing c improves the match quality

only of cost-constrained students. Moreover, for any fixed c, cost-constrained students are

already better off than admission-constrained students. Hence, decreasing c makes those

students better off by an even greater margin.

We can use results from the constant-cost model to draw similar conclusions when stu-

dents’ costs vary. If each student’s cost is drawn independently from some arbitrary distri-

bution G(·), a student’s decision problem depends only on her draw of ci and is otherwise

unaffected by the cost distribution. Welfare would then correspond to a weighted expecta-

tion of the welfare terms in Corollary 1. We can still decompose students into admission

constrained and cost constrained but with the nuance that students with the same admission

set may be sorted into different groups for sufficiently disparate realizations of ci.
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4.2 Sequential Search and Welfare Comparison

In this subsection, I study the model under sequential search. For presentation simplicity,

I assume that each Sij is drawn from a standard uniform distribution, which is assumed

throughout the analysis. The following techniques could be applied to a large class of distri-

butions. Uniformity allows for closed-form solutions amenable to clear comparisons across

search protocols.

In standard individual search problems, the conventional wisdom is that sequential search

is more efficient than simultaneous search (Wald, 1945). However, because students search

strategically and submit reports to a clearinghouse, it is not immediately obvious which

search method provides higher welfare. I show that because there are no search externalities

under idiosyncratic preferences, sequential search is more efficient for all students. If a

student knows her admission set, her search problem is akin to the Pandora’s problem

introduced by Weitzman (1979) with the additional option to “take a box unopened,” i.e.,

attend a school unvisited. This type of search problem has been studied by Doval (2018).

Definition 2. Consider sequential search. Let student i have admission set Di. Define the

Seq-Max search strategy as follows. Student i does not search if [|Di| = 1 and c > 0] or

[|Di| ≥ 2 and c > 1
8
]. Otherwise, she employs the following search policies:

Order If visiting a school, visit uniformly at random among unvisited schools in Di.

Stopping

1. If there is more than one unvisited school in Di, stop only if the best visited school

has match utility greater than 1−
√
2c.

2. If there is only one unvisited school in Di, stop if the best visited school has a

match utility greater than 1−
√
2c or less than

√
2c.

The strategy states that if a student ever visits a school that is really good (i.e., Sij >

1 −
√
2c), she stops search. Per the utility-maximizing reporting strategy, she ranks that

school ahead of all other schools in Di and ultimately attends it. If, on the other hand,

she visits all but one school and dislikes them (i.e., repeatedly has Sij <
√
2c), she attends
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the last school without visiting it. If the utility of her best-visited school is intermediate (in

[
√
2c, 1−

√
2c]), she visits that last school in her admission set and attends her most preferred.

These utility thresholds are constant regardless of the size of the student’s admission set. As

c increases, students visit fewer schools in expectation. When costs are prohibitively high, a

student does not visit any schools. In contrast, if c = 0, she visits all schools, and we are in

the realm of complete information.17 As costs increase, a student’s expected value decreases.

Proposition 1b shows that under sequential search, students again are essentially solving

individual search problems.

Proposition 1b. Under idiosyncratic preferences and sequential search, there is a unique

equilibrium. In equilibrium, each student i knows the set of schools Di to which she can gain

admission and employs the Seq-Max search strategy.

Using the Seq-Max search strategy, equilibrium admission cutoffs from the simultaneous-

search equilibrium apply to the sequential-search equilibrium, hence again are independent

of c.18 This result stems from the symmetry across schools and students having equal ex-

ante probability of attending each school in their admission sets. Sequential search allows

students to search more efficiently than simultaneous search and maintains the set of schools

to which they can gain admission.

Proposition 2. In equilibrium, all students do weakly better under sequential search than

under simultaneous search in expectation. Hence, E [W seq(c)] ≥ E
"
W sim(c)

#
.

Proposition 2 jibes with the intuition that sequential search is more efficient than simul-

taneous. There are no externalities. Changing the protocol does not change the students’

admission sets.
17This strategy can be adapted to distributions other than standard uniform as long as they satisfy

conditions laid out in Theorem 1 of Doval (2018).
18As is the case for simultaneous search, the equilibrium strategies above extend to settings in which costs

are distributed independently. Student i’s decision problem depends only on her realized costs. If costs are
distributed independently according to G(·), welfare is given by E [Wseq(G)] =

!
E [W seq(c)] dG.
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5 Common Preferences

In this section, I analyze strategies and outcomes when students share preferences over

schools. For example, students may all value academic quality and school amenities. Under

such preferences, there is an externality of search: as high-priority students search, lower-

priority students are left with seats that are adversely selected, making those students worse

off. This externality of search affects students’ visits. Moreover, there is a range of costs for

which simultaneous search provides higher welfare than sequential search, underscoring the

equilibrium effects of the search protocol and utility specification.

Let utilities for schools be common across students. Specifically, assume that Uij =

δj ∀i. Let each δj be drawn independently from a standard uniform distribution.19 For

presentational simplicity, I consider only two schools and assume that q1 > q2 > 0. At the

end of this section, I address what would happen with more than two schools.

5.1 Simultaneous Search and Sequential Search

It is convenient to partition students into one of three types. An H student has i ≥ 1− q2.

Such a student has high enough priority to gain admission to her first choice regardless of

what others report. An M student has i ∈ [1 − q1, 1 − q2). Such a student has guaranteed

admission to school 1 if she lists it as her most-preferred school but does not have guaranteed

admission to school 2. For example, if all H students report k2 ≻ k1, then school 2 fills to

capacity before DA reaches M students. An L student has i < 1− q1. Her priority is so low

that she does not have guaranteed admission to either school. These types are exogenously

determined; they are not equilibrium objects. I define them based on the worst-case scenario

of a student’s admission set, as students’ reports may be correlated. With more than two

schools, there would be more types, but the main forces discussed below would be the same.

When utilities are common, a partially informed student does not rank unvisited schools

by their unconditional means, marking a clear distinction from the idiosyncratic case. A

student is matched to a school for which she has low priority only if higher-priority students
19My analysis applies to other distributions, but focusing on Uniform[0,1] makes for clear comparisons to

the idiosyncratic case.
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pass it over. Because all students have the same preferences, an informed high-priority

student passing over a school means a lower-priority student should do so as well. Thus, a

vacancy indicates that a school is not desirable—there is a winner’s curse.

The following example illustrates the effect the winner’s curse has on search and lower-

priority students’ reports. H students are not affected by other students’ search. If costs are

low, in equilibrium, all H students visit both schools and are matched to the better school.

Next, consider an M student with priority i = 1 − q2 − ε for a small ε > 0, placing her

at the cusp of being an H student. Suppose she visited school 1, thus knows δ1, but did not

visit school 2. What should she report to the clearinghouse?

If she reports k1 ≻ k2, she is matched school 1, which yields a match utility of δ1.

If she reports k2 ≻ k1 and is matched to school 1, it must be that school 2 is fully

occupied, which occurs only if δ2 > δ1. The student receives utility δ1, which is the same

utility as if she had reported k1 ≻ k2.

If she reports k2 ≻ k1 and is matched to school 2, then school 2 must have vacant seats,

meaning H students attended school 1. In that case, δ1 > δ2, so the student is strictly worse

off reporting k2 ≻ k1 than reporting k1 ≻ k2. That is, reporting k2 ≻ k1 and being matched

to her first choice is bad news. Thus, the student should report k1 ≻ k2, even for arbitrarily

low δ1.

Reporting k2 ≻ k1 is never a best response since she is matched to school 2 if and only

if it is worse than school 1. Taking this a step further, because the student’s report to the

clearinghouse does not change based on the realization of δ1, she has no incentive to visit

school 1 in the first place.

Importantly, the winner’s curse emerges only when students visit a strict subset of schools

and must infer the value of unvisited schools. By strategy-proofness of DA, any student with

complete information over her preferences reports truthfully. Because of search externali-

ties, a partially-informed student ranks an unvisited school according to its expected value

conditional on being matched to it, not the school’s unconditional expected value.

The severity of the winner’s curse depends on how much information higher-priority

students gather. As H students acquire more information, they are more likely to attend

the better school, leaving M and L students with more adversely selected seats. The above
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example assumes H students visit both schools, but the intuition for the winner’s curse is

similar when H students visit only one—seats are still adversely selected at the school for

which M students do not have guaranteed admission. This adverse selection discourages M

students from reporting k2 ≻ k1 and renders them unwilling to visit only school 1.

Proposition 3 illustrates that the externality of search is so prominent that in the unique

equilibrium, M and L students do not search for any positive information cost, marking

another distinction from the idiosyncratic case (where a positive fraction of M students are

willing to search).

Proposition 3. If c ∈
%
0, 1

8

#
, there is a unique equilibrium. Under both search protocols:

• H students employ the respective Sim-Max or Seq-Max search strategy.

• M students visit neither school and report k1 ≻ k2.

• L students visit neither school and uniformly randomize between reporting k1 ≻ k2 and

reporting k2 ≻ k1.

If c > 1
8
, no student searches in equilibrium.

To avoid occupying a seat that is adversely selected, M students report k1 ≻ k2 since

they are guaranteed admission to school 1. L students lose out and occupy vacancies left by

H and M students, yielding an expected utility lower than E [δj].20,21

5.2 Welfare Comparison

While the two search protocols have similar equilibria, they yield very different welfare

implications. There is a range of costs such that simultaneous search yields higher welfare

than sequential search, running contrary to the case of idiosyncratic preferences in which
20If a district has many schools that can be divided into fully separated tiers of two schools each, students

can implement an equilibrium analogous to that above under appropriate utilities and search costs. Students
calculate the highest tier to which they can gain admission, which schools in that tier to which they have
guaranteed admission, and employ the respective search and reporting strategies.

21If information costs were heterogeneous across students, the strategy in Proposition 3 would not nec-
essarily be an equilibrium. Because of search externalities, a student’s decision problem depends on her
realized costs as well as others’.
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sequential search is weakly better for all students no matter the cost. This also contrasts

with insights in individual decision making.

The district has exactly enough seats for students. Utilities are pure common value.

Therefore, total welfare from match quality is constant across all allocations. The only

way to change welfare is by changing the number of schools searched. Proposition 3 states

that only H students search. Thus, welfare comparative statics are driven by H students’

equilibrium search.

The search protocol has clear distributive effects. Figure 1 plots the expected values for

each student type under both search protocols.

Under simultaneous search, H students visit two schools if c ≤ 1
24

, one school if c ∈
%

1
24
, 1
8

#
,

and zero schools if c > 1
8
. In contrast, under sequential search, each H student visits one or

two schools for c ∈
%
0, 1

8

&
. Because H students face no externalities, they do better under

sequential search than under simultaneous search. M students get 1
2

in expectation under

both search protocols since they always attend school 1 without search.

How L students fare is more subtle. An increase in match quality of the H students

comes at the direct expense of the L students. However, at low costs, H students and L

students both have better outcomes under sequential search than under simultaneous search,

as shown in Figure 1. While H students search more efficiently under sequential search at

low costs, they also search less thoroughly. Sometimes they stop search after visiting one

school despite a positive probability that the other school is better. There is a chance an H

student attends the worse school, allowing an L student to attend the better school. Thus,

at low costs, all students are weakly better off under sequential search.

At intermediate costs
%
c ∈

%
1
24
, 1
8

#&
, L students do better under simultaneous search than

under sequential search because H students visit fewer schools under simultaneous search.

Under simultaneous search, H students go from visiting two schools to only one at c =

1
24

. Since H students visit one fewer school, L students gain access to seats that are less

adversely selected, hence the positive jump in L students’ expected value. Likewise, H

students suddenly spend less in information costs at c = 1
24

, explaining the positive jump in

welfare.

This observation highlights an important implication that an increase in information
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Figure 1: Expected values for H students, M students, L students, and welfare under both
search protocols.23

costs discourages H students from searching, which benefits L students. A school district

may be interested in both the welfare and the distribution of utilities across students. For

example, it may dislike unequal student outcomes, especially if priorities are determined by

pure lotteries. We see that if search is simultaneous and costs are just a hair above 1
24

, a

small decrease in costs marginally benefits H students but greatly harms L students. Hence,

a school district may refrain from subsidizing visit costs to spare L students.

I focus on a two-school environment for simplicity. The main forces and search external-

ities are maintained even with more than two schools. We would have to partition students

into more than three types, but we would again see that highest-priority students employ

the Sim-Max or Seq-Max search strategies. As they visit more schools, lower-priority stu-

dents face more adverse selection in the seats available, discouraging search.24 Additionally,

whether simultaneous search yields greater welfare than sequential search would depend on

costs. Importantly, under both protocols, welfare would be nonmonotonic in search costs.
23“Sim” refers to simultaneous search. “Seq” refers to sequential search. In equilibrium, all students of the

same type have the same ex-ante expected value.
24Identifying lower-priority students’ equilibrium strategies entails much more cumbersome calculations.

One must work through many more cases of the possible realizations of schools’ rankings and the priorities
at which each school fills to capacity.
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While common preferences are a polar environment, this case of the model underscores

how lower-priority students are affected by the actions of higher-priority students. Next, I

show that adverse selection on the common component can be exacerbated by the presence

of an idiosyncratic component.

5.3 Hybrid Preferences

In this subsection, I examine equilibrium behavior for a restricted setting in which students’

preferences have both idiosyncratic and common components. This captures preferences in

which students have homogeneous preferences over some characteristics (for example, school

quality) but heterogeneous preferences over others. Having both components exacerbates

the externalities present the pure common-value case.

Let there be three students (h, m, and ℓ) and two schools (with sizes q1 = 2 and q2 =

1). Both schools prefer student h to student m to student ℓ.25 The search protocol is

simultaneous search. Students’ preferences are given by Uij = Sij+δj, where the idiosyncratic

component Sij is independently drawn uniformly from {0, 1, 2} and the common component

δj is independently drawn uniformly from {0, 1}. These discrete distributions are chosen

for simplicity; continuous distributions can offer qualitatively similar equilibrium effects but

make the analysis much more involved.

Similar to the pure common-value case, in equilibrium, student ℓ never searches, and

student h visits two schools if costs are sufficiently low (namely, if c ≤ 4
36

). Contrary to the

pure common-value case, there are positive costs for which student m searches. Specifically,

student m visits two schools if c ≤ 2
36

and visits one school if c ∈
%

2
36
, 4
36

#
. Despite student

h visiting both schools and student m consequently facing adverse selection on the common

component, potential gains in the idiosyncratic component incentivize search.

Student m’s search negatively impacts student ℓ’s expected value. When student m

searches, the expected value of δ of her match increases. The zero-sum nature of the com-

mon component causes student m’s expected gains in δ to be exactly offset by student
25This setup is analogous to the pure common-value case: student h has guaranteed admission to both

schools, student m has guaranteed admission to school 1 but not school 2, and student ℓ does not have
guaranteed admission to either. Students break indifferences uniformly at random (not important for my
results).
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ℓ’s expected losses in δ. If there were no idiosyncratic component, student m would not

search. Hence, adding an idiosyncratic component can incentivize search that exacerbates

the adverse selection of student ℓ’s common component. Welfare implications are stated in

Corollary 2.

Corollary 2. Equilibrium expected welfare is nonmonotonic and discontinuous in search

costs under hybrid preferences. Discontinuities in expected welfare coincide with costs at

which students change the number of schools they visit.

While there are costs such that student m’s search can reduce student ℓ’s expected utility

and overall welfare, there are also costs for which student m’s search increases welfare. Since

the total match utility from the δj’s is constant, a social planner maximizing welfare matches

students to schools based on their draws of Sij. However, student m internalizes gains in δj

and Sij, but the planner internalizes only student m’s gains in Sij since the sum of expected

common components is constant across matchings. Thus, it is ambiguous whether search

increases or decreases welfare. As in the common-value case, discontinuities in welfare can

occur only at breakpoints in search. Table 4 in the appendix decomposes each student’s

expected match utility into their idiosyncratic and common components, highlighting the

misaligned incentives of student m and the social planner.

6 Coordinating Search Through Tie-Breaking

While the symmetric equilibrium is compelling under idiosyncratic preferences, it can gen-

erate inefficiencies. These inefficiencies stem from a coordination problem in which high-

priority students crowd out seats that could be made available to low-priority students.

High-priority students matriculate into schools at equal rates. Hence, schools fill to capacity

from smallest to largest, and low-priority students are shut out from small schools. How-

ever, if high-priority students matriculate into larger schools at greater rates than to smaller

schools, small schools do not fill up as quickly, granting some lower-priority students access

to them.

For a range of costs under both search protocols, a planner can increase welfare by

breaking indifferences in students’ search strategies while accounting for students’ endoge-
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nous search. The literature has shown the importance of how clearinghouses break ties in

reported preferences in complete-information settings.26 In my setting, there are no indif-

ferences in students’ reports.27 Rather, indifferences lie in which schools students visits.

A planner can use a noninvasive design instrument in which they prescribe students with

visit recommendations to select a particular (asymmetric) Nash equilibrium. I focus on a

noninvasive instrument as a practical matter—it may be much easier for a school district to

prescribe visit recommendations than to change how it operates the clearinghouse.28 Even

with simple recommendations, the school district can substantially decrease inequality and

generate welfare improvements.29

Formally, consider idiosyncratic preferences and a school district with J schools, where

q1 > q2 > · · · > qJ .30 The planner’s recommendations break students’ ties in search. The

planner maximizes expected welfare such that, in equilibrium, it is incentive compatible

for each student to follow the planner’s recommendation. The planner knows visit cost c.

Given the planner’s recommendations, students choose how many schools they visit and

what preferences they submit to the clearinghouse.

6.1 Simultaneous Search

Under simultaneous search, students are indifferent to many admission sets, and the planner

prescribes each student with a particular one. The planner’s prescriptions are constrained

to constitute “true” admission sets. That is, in equilibrium, if school kj is in student i’s

admission set, then student i is matched to school kj if she reports it as her first choice. A

student treats schools outside her admission set as unattainable, hence does not visit them

and ranks them at the bottom of her report to the clearinghouse. I retain the assumption that

if a student is assigned admission set D and if ℓ∗D(c) < |D|, the student visits ℓ∗D(c) schools

in D uniformly at random. This allows the planner to know how many students matriculate
26See Erdil and Ergin (2008) and Erdil and Ergin (2017).
27The coordination problem would exist even if students could submit reports with indifferences.
28Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2006) describe a lengthy process to get the Boston School Committee to approve

and implement changes to how it ran its clearinghouse.
29Because the instrument relies on indifferences, it is imperative that school utilities be drawn indepen-

dently from the same distribution. This is plausible if schools are tiered and we restrict attention to schools
within a tier that are ex-ante symmetric.

30There is little room for coordination in the common-value setting.
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into each school given the admission sets she assigns. Without knowing what fraction of

students ultimately attend each school, the planner would not know the equilibrium set of

schools to which each student can gain admission.

If costs are sufficiently low, the planner cannot overcome the coordination problem (with-

out binding instructions). Student i is indifferent to all admission sets of sizes ℓ∗Di
(c) + 1

or greater. If ℓ∗{k1,...,kJ}(c) = J or J − 1, the planner cannot change high-priority students’

admission sets without making them worse off. However, if costs are not too low, namely if

ℓ∗{k1,...,kJ}(c) ≤ J − 2, the planner can shrink high-priority students’ admissions sets to have

size ℓ∗ + 1 without making them worse off. This allows the planner to control matriculation

across schools and open up seats previously unavailable to low-priority students.

We can run a linear program (as is done for sequential search in the next subsection) to

solve for the most efficient asymmetric Nash equilibrium subject to the planner’s constraints.

It turns out that if search costs are not too low and the largest school is not too large, the

planner can induce a Pareto-improving Nash equilibrium in which all students have an ad-

mission set containing J − 1 schools. Moreover, the Coordinated Admission Set Algorithm

(CAS Algorithm) below returns the optimal admission sets, as stated in Proposition 4a.31

Figure 2 illustrates the algorithm’s output for an example with four schools. The grid’s

x-axis denotes students’ priorities. Student i’s admission set is the set of schools that lie

above her priority.

Coordinated Admission Set Algorithm

Step 0. Consider m ∈ {2, 3, . . . , J − 1} such that ℓ∗{k1,...,kJ}(c) = m− 1. Assume q1 ≤ 1
m

.

Assign all students empty admission sets. Set a counter t equal to 0.

Step 1. Append school 1 to the admission sets of students with i ∈ [0,mq1]. Update

t ← t+mq1.

Step n ≥ 2. If t + mqn ≤ 1, append school kn to the admission sets of students with

i ∈ (t, t+mqn] then update t ← t+mqn. If t+mqn > 1, append school kn to the admission

sets of students with i ∈ (t, 1] ∪ [0, t+mqn − 1] then update t ← t+mqn − 1.

31A district that generates students’ priorities using a random lottery may find this result particularly
appealing since it implies that a student with an low draw does no worse than one with a high draw.
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Figure 2: Example admission sets after running the CAS Algorithm for J = 4, ℓ∗{k1,...,k4}(c) =
2, and q1 ≤ 1

3
.

!1!2!3!4

3"!3"23"#3"$ ! = 1! = 0
!1!2 !3!3 !4#$! = {!1, !2, !4}

!2Run algorithm

Proposition 4a. Consider costs such that ℓ∗{k1,...,kJ}(c) = m−1 for some m ∈ {2, 3, . . . , J−1}

under idiosyncratic preferences and simultaneous search. If q1 ≤ 1
m

, the Coordinated Admis-

sion Set Algorithm outputs expected welfare-maximizing admission set recommendations.

To see why the CAS Algorithm maximizes welfare, consider the example in Figure 2. No

school is appended to a student’s admission set multiple times since (J − 1)qj ≤ 1 ∀j. Also,

all J − 1 rows of the grid fill up since
!J

j=1(J − 1)qj = J − 1. Hence, each student has

J − 1 = 3 different schools in her admission set. Since ℓ∗{k1,...,k4}(c) = 2, no student is strictly

better off with an admission set of more than three schools.

For costs and school capacities such that we can employ the CAS Algorithm, the im-

provement in welfare (over the symmetric equilibrium) is weakly decreasing in c. Students

visit weakly more schools in the induced asymmetric Nash equilibrium than in the symmetric

equilibrium. Hence, increasing c decreases the welfare difference.

The left panel of Figure 3 plots a student’s expected value conditional on admission

set size, illustrating the benefits of giving students larger admission sets. The figure also

highlights the reduction in inequality in student outcomes. At costs greater than 11
192

≈

0.0573, all students’ expected values are equal to E [V3(c)] instead of some being E [V3(c)],

some E [V2(c)], and others E [V1(c)].32

32Because the asymmetric Nash equilibrium’s welfare improvement depends on the symmetric equilibrium’s
admission cutoffs, which depend on the difference in school sizes, comparative statics with respect to changes
in q are ambiguous.
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Figure 3: Students’ expected values by admission set size for J = 4 and Sij ∼iidUniform[0, 1].

6.2 Sequential Search

Under sequential search, students are indifferent to the order by which they visit schools,

hence the planner prescribes them with visit orders. The planner cannot reduce students’

admission set sizes, as under simultaneous search, because that would not constitute a Nash

equilibrium—ex ante, students strictly benefit from additional schools in their admission

sets.

The planner’s objective and constraints are linear; hence, the planner can find recommen-

dations by solving the following linear program, which I refer to as the Visit Order Linear

Program. Let p|D|
c (t) be the probability a student attends the tth school on her visit order list

when she has an admission set of size |D| and faces information cost c. We can calculate these

probabilities using the equilibrium visit strategy in Proposition 1b. Let Σj = {σj
1, σ

j
2, . . . , σ

j
j!}

be the set of permutations of 1, . . . , j. Let σj
s(k) denote the position k takes in permutation

σj
s. For example, if σ4

s = (2, 3, 1, 4), then σ4
s(3) = 2 since 3 occupies the second position. Let

xj
s denote the fraction of students with an admission set of size j and execute a visit strategy
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according to the order given by σj
s ∈ Σj. The linear program is:

maximize
J'

j=1

(

)
'

σj
s∈Σj

xj
s

*

+E [Vj(c)]

subject to
J'

k=j

,

-
'

σj
s∈Σk

xk
sp

k(σj
s(k))

.

/ = qj ∀j = 1, . . . , J

J'

j=1

'

σj
s∈Σj

xj
s = 1

xj
s ≥ 0 ∀s = 1, . . . , j! ∀j = 1, . . . , J.

From a practical perspective, numerically solving this linear program is simple. The

above program assumes schools fill to capacity from smallest to largest, providing a lower

bound on welfare improvement.33 To find the maximum welfare in general, one would need

to check all possible orderings schools fill to capacity. As shown in Proposition 4b, the

above linear program yields positive welfare gains for parameters such that the coordination

problem is nontrivial.

Proposition 4b. Consider J ≥ 3 and c ∈
%
0, 1

8

#
under idiosyncratic preferences and se-

quential search. The solution of the Visit Order Linear Program induces a Nash equilibrium

with strictly greater expected welfare than that of the symmetric equilibrium.

When J = 2, students attend each school with 1
2

probability regardless of their order,

so there is no room for coordination. At extreme costs, the social planner has no impact

on students. If c = 0, students visit every school. They matriculate evenly across schools

in their admission sets regardless of their visit orders. If c > 1
8
, students do not visit any

schools. When J = 3 and c ∈
%
0, 1

8

#
, however, students are more likely to attend schools

earlier in their visit order. This allows the planner to assign visit orders such that students

visit larger schools at higher rates than smaller schools. The right panel of Figure 3 shows

students’ expected values by admission set size and search cost.

Consider an example in which q = ( 4
10
, 3
10
, 2
10
, 1
10
), c = 0.06, and Sij ∼iidUniform[0,1]. In

the symmetric equilibrium, 40% of students have four schools in their admission set, 30% have
33In numerous simulations, this turns out to be the optimal ordering.
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three schools, 20% have two schools, and 10% have one.34 Using optimal recommendations

increases expected utility for more than half of students (55.3%), including all students

with only one or two schools in their admission set in the symmetric equilibrium. Optimal

recommendations provide 65.3% of students with four schools in their admission sets, 28.3%

with three, 6.4% with two, and no student with only one. In total, welfare increases by 3.5%.

7 Conclusion

I present a model of centralized school choice in which students pay information costs to

learn their utilities for attending schools. When preferences are idiosyncratic, there is no

externality of search. All students have higher expected utility under sequential search than

simultaneous search. Under both protocols, students’ expected utilities decrease in costs.

When preferences over schools are common, there are search externalities, which influ-

ence equilibrium behavior. As high-priority students search, remaining seats are adversely

selected, making lower-priority students worse off. This adverse selection disincentivizes

lower-priority students from conducting any search in equilibrium.

The search protocol also has important equilibrium effects. Under common preferences,

there are costs at which sequential search yields lower welfare than simultaneous search. At

low costs, low-priority students have higher expected utility under sequential search, but at

intermediate costs, they have higher expected utility under simultaneous search. Under both

search protocols, welfare is nonmonotonic in costs.

Hybrid preferences generate an interplay between idiosyncratic and common components.

Adding an idiosyncratic component can incentivize search that is not incentivized under

pure common preferences. Search has ambiguous welfare effects. More search could increase

welfare by inducing a matching that better aligns with idiosyncratic preferences but could

decrease welfare when a student’s gains in search come from the common component. In

which case, search can increase student inequality by assigning a lower-priority student a

seat that is more adversely selected.

Symmetric strategies present a coordination problem in which high-priority students
34It is a coincidence that q and the fractions of students with each admission set size are so similar.
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crowd out seats, and I provide a simple design instrument a planner can use to induce an

asymmetric Nash equilibrium with greater welfare than the symmetric equilibrium. The

planner coordinates students’ strategies by providing them with visit recommendations. Un-

der simultaneous search, the planner can run a simple algorithm to solve for admission sets

that give each student an expected utility equal to that of the highest-priority student. Un-

der sequential search, the planner prescribes visit orders and can run a linear program to

solve for prescriptions that maximize student welfare.

My analysis suggests the importance of considering students’ incomplete information

when studying centralized school choice. Under endogenous information acquisition, stu-

dents’ preferences, the search protocol, and information costs all affect equilibrium outcomes.

There is a lot of interesting work to be done on these and other facets of school choice with

incomplete information, which I leave for future research.

8 Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1

Consider student i. To reduce notational clutter, suppress all i subscripts in the utilities,

meaning that student i’s utility for school kj is denoted Sj.

Suppose student i visited schools in the set Li. Others students’ utilities are indepen-

dent of student i’s utilities. Hence, E [Sj|{sk}k∈Li
] is student i’s expected value of school

kj conditional on being matched to it, regardless of other students’ search and reporting

strategies. If student i visited school kj, then E [Sj|{sk}k∈Li
] = sj. If she did not, then

E [Sj|{sk}k∈Li
] = E [Sj].

By strategy-proofness of DA for proposers, it is truth-telling “dominant” for student i

to report schools from highest E [Sj|{sk}k∈Li
] to lowest. The student is indifferent between

schools with the same E [Sj|{sk}k∈Li
]. By the refinement, she orders tied schools uniformly

at random.
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Proof of Lemma 2

Fix the number of schools each student visits. By Lemma 3 of Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2015),

there exists a unique vector of admission cutoffs r that characterize the matching. By

symmetry and the symmetric tie-breaking rule, a student with admission set D has equal

ex-ante probabilities of attending each school in D.

Let µ(D) be the mass of students with admission set D. Since there is a continuum of

students, there is no aggregate uncertainty. Since
!J

j=1 qj = 1 and all students and schools

are acceptable, a mass of qj students ultimately attend school kj.

Toward contradiction, suppose qj ≥ qj′ and rj > rj′ . Then all students with school kj

in their admission set have school kj′ in their admission set, and a positive mass of students

have school kj′ in their admission set but not school kj. By even yield across schools, this

implies that strictly more students attend school kj′ than school kj, a contradiction. Hence,

rj ≤ rj′ . Because all students are matched, there must be a school with an admission cutoff

of 0. Monotonicity implies that this is the largest school, so r1 = 0.

Ex-ante even yield across schools is maintained for any number of visits. Hence, admission

cutoffs are independent of c.

Proof of Proposition 1a

Student i knows her admission set Di by Lemma 2, hence restricts her attention to schools

in Di. By symmetry across schools, she has the same expected value of visiting any same-

sized subsets of Di. Conditional on the number of schools visited, she visits schools in Di

uniformly at random.

Again, suppress the i subscripts on Sij. Recall that Sj has cumulative density function

F (·) on the support [0, b], for finite b, and probability density function f(·). Both are well

behaved. Let S̃ℓ denote the highest order statistic of ℓ different Sj variables. The probability

density function of S̃ℓ is given by f̃ℓ(x) = ℓf(x)F (x)ℓ−1.

For ℓ∗Di
(c) to be decreasing, it is sufficient to show that visiting more schools has dimin-

ishing returns in match utility. I shorthand E [Sj] as E [S]. Slightly abusing notation, let

E [U(ℓ)] be the student’s expected match utility after visiting ℓ schools in Di and reporting
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optimally. If ℓ < |Di|, the expected match utility is

E [U(ℓ)] = E
0
max{E [S] , S̃ℓ}

1
= b−

$ b

E[S]
F (x)ℓdx.

If ℓ = |Di|, the expected match utility is

E [U(|Di|)] = E
0
S̃|Di|

1
= b−

$ b

0

F (x)|Di| dx.

Let ∆ℓ+1 = E [U(ℓ+ 1)]− E [U(ℓ)] be the marginal returns (of match utility) of visiting

the (ℓ+ 1)th school. For ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , |Di|− 1}, ∆ℓ+1 ≤ ∆ℓ if and only if

E
0
max{E [S] , S̃ℓ+1}

1
− E

0
max{E [S] , S̃ℓ}

1
≤ E

0
max{E [S] , S̃ℓ}

1
− E

0
max{E [S] , S̃ℓ−1}

1

⇐⇒
$ b

E[S]
F (x)ℓ(1− F (x))dx ≤

$ b

E[S]
F (x)ℓ−1(1− F (x))dx,

which is true since F (x) ∈ [0, 1] ∀x ∈ [0, b].

For ℓ = |Di|− 1, we have that ∆ℓ+1 ≤ ∆ℓ if and only if

E
0
S̃ℓ+1

1
− E

0
max{E [S] , S̃ℓ}

1
≤ E

0
max{E [S] , S̃ℓ}

1
− E

0
max{E [S] , S̃ℓ−1}

1

⇐⇒ 2

$ b

E[S]
F (x)ℓdx−

$ b

E[S]
F (x)ℓ−1dx−

$ b

E[S]
F (x)ℓ+1dx−

$ E[S]

0

F (x)ℓ+1dx ≤ 0

⇐⇒
$ b

E[S]
F (x)ℓ−1

%
2F (x)− 1− F (x)2

&
2 34 5

=−(1−F (x))2≤0

dx−
$ E[S]

0

F (x)ℓ+1dx

2 34 5
≤0

≤ 0,

which is true. Hence, for all ℓ, returns in match utility diminish in the number of schools

visited. Therefore, ℓ∗Di
(c) is a threshold rule that is decreasing in c.

Proof of Corollary 1

Suppose student i has admission set Di and that |Di| ≥ 2. By Lemma 2, student i’s

admission set is constant across all costs. For notational convenience, I drop Di from ℓ∗Di
(c).

Let E [Vc(ℓ)] denote student i’s expected value when she faces visit cost c and visits ℓ ≤ |Di|

schools in Di, reporting optimally.
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Consider two costs c < c′. If ℓ∗(c) = ℓ∗(c′), the student has the same expected match

utility across both costs but pays more in visit costs under c′. Hence, E [Vc′(ℓ)] ≤ E [Vc(ℓ)],

strict if ℓ∗(c) > 0.

If ℓ∗(c) ∕= ℓ∗(c′), then ℓ∗(c) > ℓ∗(c′) since ℓ∗(·) is decreasing. Then

E [Vc′(ℓ
∗(c′))]− E [Vc(ℓ

∗(c))] ≤ E [Vc′(ℓ
∗(c′))]− E [Vc(ℓ

∗(c′))]

= (c− c′)ℓ∗(c′) ≤ 0.

Hence, E [Vc(ℓ
∗(c))] is decreasing in c.

Proof of Proposition 1b

The distribution of Sij − 1
2

is symmetric about 0, and all schools have the same visit cost.

Using the terminology of Doval (2018), if c ≤ 1
8
, the “backup value” of a school is

√
2c, which

is weakly less than a school’s expected utility. Hence, Proposition 5 of Doval (2018) implies

a student uses the strategy in Theorem 1 of Doval (2018). Schools are symmetric, so visits

are ordered uniformly at random.

Proof of Proposition 2

In equilibrium, students have even yield across schools in their admission sets regardless of

their number of visits and the search protocol. Hence, students’ admission sets are the same

under both search protocols. All strategies under simultaneous search are feasible under

sequential search, hence all students do at least as well under sequential search.

Proof of Proposition 3

I show the proof for simultaneous search and then for sequential search. Throughout, I

consider c > 0. (If c = 0, we are in the complete-information case.) In all that follows, I

ignore knife-edge events that occur with zero probability (for example, a realization of δj

being equal to a particular number).

Simultaneous Search
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H students have the same decision problem as in the idiosyncratic-utility case. They

visit 2 schools if c ∈
%
0, 1

24

#
, 1 school if c ∈

%
1
24
, 1
8

#
, and 0 schools if c > 1

8
.

To solve for M and L students’ equilibrium strategies, I go through the three mutually

exclusive, collectively exhaustive cases based on the number of schools H students visit.

When H students visit zero schools or two schools, the strategies are straightforward, so I

start with those.

If H students visit 0 schools, they uniformly randomize between reporting k1 ≻ k2 and

k2 ≻ k1. Half attend k1, and the other half attend k2. Then M and L students with

i ≥ 1 − 2q2 have the same decision problem as the H students, hence employ the same

strategy of no search and reporting randomly. Then k2 fills to capacity at priority 1 − 2q2.

Thus, all students with i < 1− 2q2 attend k1 regardless of their reports, hence do not search

in equilibrium.

Suppose H students visit both schools. Consider an M student with i = 1 − q2 − ε for

small ε > 0. By reasoning in Section 5, the student is best off visiting no schools and simply

reporting k1 ≻ k2. The same is true for all lower-priority students M students. Now consider

an L student with i = 1 − q1 − ε for small ε > 0. Once the algorithm reaches this student,

only one school has vacancies. Hence, she does not search in equilibrium. The same is true

for all lower-priority L students.

The only case that remains is H students visiting exactly one school, which occurs when

c ∈
%

1
24
, 1
8

#
. By the refinement, half of H students visit k1 and the other half k2. If a student

visits kj, she reports kj ≻ k−j ⇐⇒ δj >
1
2
.

There are 4 subcases to consider. Table 1 shows, for each subcase, the mass of vacant

seats remaining at each school after H students have searched and been matched. I start by

focusing on a high-priority M student with i = 1− q2−ε for small ε > 0. I can make ε small

enough such that all nonzero entries in Table 1 remain nonzero regardless of the actions of

the ε-mass of higher-priority M students.

Some algebra shows that this student employs the following strategy conditional on H students

visiting one school: visit 2 schools if c ∈
!
0, 1

48

"
and 0 schools if c > 1

48 . Since c ∈
!

1
24 ,

1
8

"
, this

student does not search and simply reports k1 ≻ k2, giving an expected utility of 1
2 . (Reporting

k2 ≻ k1 yields and expected utility of 3
8 .)
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Table 1: Mass of vacant seats after H students and M students have searched and been
matched, in equilibrium. In each cell, the top entry is the mass of seats available at school
1 and the bottom entry is the mass of seats available at school 2.

After H students are matched After M students are also matched

δ1 <
1
2 δ1 >

1
2 δ1 <

1
2 δ1 >

1
2

δ2 <
1
2 q1 − q2

2 q1 − q2
q2
2 0

q2
2 q2

q2
2 q2

δ2 >
1
2 q1 q1 − q2

2 q2
q2
2

0 q2
2 0 q2

2

Now consider a student i who is an M student with priority lower than 1 − q2 − ε. If all M

students with priority higher than i employ the above strategy, student i faces the same decision

problem described above, hence in equilibrium employs the same strategy.

Turn to an L student with i = 1− q1−ε for small ε > 0. The right two columns of Table 1 show

the mass of remaining seats at each after M students employ the above strategy. Some algebra

shows that visiting zero schools yields student i an expected value of 3
8 , visiting one school yields

13
32 − c, and visiting both schools yields 5

12 − 2c.35

For c ∈
!

1
24 ,

1
8

"
, this students is best off visiting no schools. By symmetry, reporting k1 ≻ k2

and reporting k2 ≻ k1 yield the same expected utility. Hence, a student with i = 1− q1 − ε mixes

between the two reports. Such a student has an equal probability of attending either school. As a

result, all subsequent L students face the same decision problem, hence employ the same strategy.

Sequential Search

The strategy of the H students is given by the idiosyncratic case. For M and L students, I

keep track of various cases using Table 2, which shows the mass of seats remaining at each school

conditional on the realizations of δ1 and δ2.

Consider an M student with i = 1 − q2 − ε for small ε > 0. Suppose she has visited school 1

and is considering whether to visit school 2. There are three cases.

Case 1: δ1 <
√
2c

Let W (·) denote the expected payoff for employing the specified strategy ignoring the sunk cost of

35By symmetry, visiting only k1 yields the same expected value as visiting only k2.
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Table 2: Mass of vacant seats after H students and M students have searched and been
matched, in equilibrium. In each cell, the top entry is the mass of seats available at school
1 and the bottom entry is the mass of seats available at school 2.

δ1 <
√
2c δ1 ∈

!√
2c, 1−

√
2c
#

δ1 > 1−
√
2c

δ2 <
√
2c q1 − q2

2 q1 − q2 q1 − q2
q2
2 q2 q2

δ2 ∈
!√

2c, 1−
√
2c
#

q1 H students attend q1 − q2
0 the better school q2

δ2 > 1
√
2c q1 q1 q1 − q2

2

0 0 q2
2

already visiting school 1.

E [W (report k1 ≻ k2)|δ1] = δ1

E [W (report k2 ≻ k1)|δ1] = P (δ2 <
√
2c)E

$
δ2|δ2 <

√
2c
%
+ P (δ2 >

√
2c)δ1

= c+ (1−
√
2c)δ1

E [W (visit k2, report truth)|δ1] =
√
2cE

$
max{δ2, δ2}|δ1; δ2 <

√
2c
%
+ (1−

√
2c)δ1 − c

=
1

2
δ21 + (1−

√
2c)δ1

If δ1 < 1
2

√
2c, it is a best response to report k2 ≻ k1. If 1

2

√
2c < δ1 <

√
2c, the best response is

reporting k1 ≻ k2. In either case, she is not incentivized to visit k2.

Case 2:
√
2c < δ1 < 1−

√
2c

E [W (report k1 ≻ k2)|δ1] = δ1

E [W (report k2 ≻ k1)|δ1] = P (δ2 <
√
2c)E

$
δ2|δ2 <

√
2c
%

+ P (δ2 ∈ (
√
2c, 1−

√
2c))

∗ E
$
min{δ1, δ2}|δ1; δ2 ∈ (

√
2c, 1−

√
2c)

%

+ P (δ2 > 1−
√
2c)δ1

E [W (visit k2, report truth)|δ1] = δ1 − c

E [W (report k1 ≻ k2)|δ1] ≥ E [W (report k2 ≻ k1)|δ1] since the former has match utilities at least as

large under every realization of δ2. Thus, the student does not continue search; she simply reports
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k1 ≻ k2.

Case 3: δ1 > 1−
√
2c

E [W (report k1 ≻ k2)|δ1] = δ1

E [W (report k2 ≻ k1)|δ1] = E [δ2] =
1

2

E [W (visit k2, report truthfully)|δ1] = E [max{δ1, δ2}|δ1]− c

=
1

2
(1 + δ21)− c

Since δ1 > 1−
√
2c, the student is best off ending search and simply reporting k1 ≻ k2.

To recap, the strategy after visiting school 1 is to report k2 ≻ k1 if δ1 < 1
2

√
2c and report k1 ≻ k2

if δ1 > 1
2

√
2c. In either case, do not engage in more search. The expected value of this strategy is

E [V (visit k1, report optimally)] = P

&
δ1 <

1

2

√
2c

'
E
(
c+ (1−

√
2c)δ1|δ1 <

1

2

√
2c

)

+ P

&
δ1 >

1

2

√
2c

'
E
(
δ1|δ1 >

1

2

√
2c

)
− c

=
1

2
+
* c
2

+3/2
− c,

which is less than E [V (no visits, report k1 ≻ k2)] =
1
2 for c ∈

!
0, 18

"
. Hence, visiting k1 at the outset

is not an equilibrium strategy.

Repeating this exercise but for visiting k2 first instead of k1 yields an analogous best response:

report k1 ≻ k2 if δ2 < 1− 1
2

√
2c and report k2 ≻ k1 if δ2 > 1− 1

2

√
2c. In either case, do not engage

in more search. By similar algebra, the student is not incentivized to visit school 2 in the first place.

Rather, she is better off visiting no schools and blindly reporting k1 ≻ k2.

The above is for an M student with i = 1− q2− ε. In equilibrium, all lower-priority M students

face the same decision problem, hence employ the same strategy.

Now consider an L student with i = 1 − q1 − ε for small ε > 0. She does not have guaranteed

admission to either school. Table 3 shows the various cases of the mass of vacant seats at each

school when the algorithm reaches this student. The student’s match is already determined except

when [δ1, δ2 <
√
2c] or [δ1, δ2 > 1−

√
2c].

Suppose this student has already visited k1. There are three cases to consider.

Case 1: δ1 <
√
2c

This is the same as Case 1 for the M student with i = 1− q2 − ε.
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Table 3: Mass of vacant seats after H students and M students have searched and been
matched, in equilibrium. In each cell, the top entry is the mass of seats available at school
1 and the bottom entry is the mass of seats available at school 2.

δ1 <
√
2c δ1 ∈

!√
2c, 1−

√
2c
#

δ1 > 1−
√
2c

δ2 <
√
2c q2

2 0 0
q2
2 q2 q2

δ2 ∈
!√

2c, 1−
√
2c
#

q2 Only lower school 0
0 is vacant q2

δ2 > 1
√
2c q2 q2

q2
2

0 0 q2
2

Case 2:
√
2c < δ1 < 1−

√
2c

Regardless of her report, her match utility is fixed at min{δ1, δ2}, so there are no benefits of

further search.

Case 3: δ1 > 1−
√
2c

This is analogous to Case 1 for the M student with i = 1 − q2 − ε but for high values of δ1

instead of low. The student reports that she prefers k1 if δ1 > 1− 1
2

√
2c; otherwise she reports that

she prefers k2. Again, it is not worth visiting k2.

Thus, if a student has already visited k1, she is not incentivized to visit k2. Comparing

E [V (visit k1, report optimally)] to visiting no schools shows that

E [V (visit k1, report optimally)]− E [V (no visits)]

= P (δ2 <
√
2c)

, 1
2

√
2c

0

1

2

√
2c− δ1 dδ1

+ P (δ2 > 1−
√
2c)

, 1− 1
2

√
2c

1−
√
2c

1− 1

2

√
2c− δ1 dδ1 − c

= −c

&
1−

-
c

2

'
,

which is less than zero for c ∈
!
0, 18

"
, so the student is better off not visiting any schools rather

than visiting k1. By symmetry, E [V (visit k1, report optimally)] = E [V (visit k2, report optimally)].

Thus, the student does not search in equilibrium and randomizes between k1 ≻ k2 and k2 ≻ k1. In

equilibrium, all lower-priority L students face the same decision problem, hence employ the same

strategy.
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Proof of Proposition 4a

Consider m ∈ {2, 3, . . . , J − 1} such that ℓ∗{k1,...,kJ}(c) = m− 1. Then all students are indifferent to

admission sets of size m and greater. By reasoning stated in the text, if q1 ≤ 1
m , the CAS Algorithm

assigns each student an admission set of size m. Hence, such admission set recommendations

maximize welfare.

Proof of Proposition 4b

Suppose J = 3. Let µn be the mass (or fraction) of students with an admission set of size n in the

symmetric equilibrium. Then µ3 = 3q3 and µ2 = 2(q2 − q3). It is sufficient to provide a feasible

solution such that strictly more students have an admission set of size 3 and the same fraction of

students with an admission set of size 2. Below I provide such a solution. Let µ̄n
j denote the mass of

students with an admission set of size n and ultimately attend school kj for that proposed solution,

and let µ̄n ≡
.n

j=1 µ̄
n
j be the total mass of students with an admission set of size n.

Let p
|D|
c (t) be the probability a student attends the tth school on her visit order list when she

has an admission set of size |D| and faces visit cost c. For |D| ≥ 3:

p|D|
c (t) =

/
01

02

(1−
√
2c)t−1(

√
2c) + (1−

√
2c)|D|−(

√
2c)|D|

|D| t < |D|
3
(1−

√
2c)|D|−1 + (

√
2c)|D|−1

"
(
√
2c) + (1−

√
2c)|D|−(

√
2c)|D|

|D| t = |D|
.

For |D| ≥ 3 and c ∈
!
0, 18

"
, p

|D|
c (1) > p

|D|
c (2) ≥ p

|D|
c (3); students are more likely to ultimately

attend schools early on their visit lists. Consider the following assignment for a mass of students

with |D| = 3. Let 1
6 +ε, for small ε > 0, fraction each be assigned to visit orders (1,2,3) and (1,3,2).

Let 1
6 − ε

2 fraction be assigned each remaining visit order: (2,1,3), (2,3,1), (3,1,2), and (3,2,1). By

symmetry, µ̄3
2 = µ̄3

3. Because students are likely to attend the school they visit first, slightly more

than 1
3 of students with |D| = 3 attend school 1 and slightly fewer than 1

3 attend school 3.

Sort students in this way until school 3 is filled to capacity. Then µ̄3
3 = q3. Since fewer than

one-third of |D| = 3 students attend school 3, µ̄3 > µ3. The above fills schools from smallest to

largest as long as ε is small enough such that q1 − µ̄3
1 > q2 − µ̄3

2, which is possible since q1 > q2.

Once school 3 is filled, students split evenly across school 1 and school 2 until school 2 fills to

capacity since p2c(1) = p2c(2) =
1
2 . Then µ̄2 = 2(q2− µ̄3

2) = 2(q2− µ̄3
3) = 2(q2−q3) = µ2. That is, the

same fraction of students have |D| = 2 in the proposed assignment as in the symmetric equilibrium.
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Assign all remaining students attend to school 1. The proposed assignment is feasible and pro-

vides strictly greater welfare than the symmetric equilibrium. Hence, the linear program’s solution

must also provide strictly greater welfare. For J > 3, have students employ a symmetric strategy

until school 4 is filled. Implement an assignment analogous to the above for remaining students.

8.1 Proof of Corollary 2 and Utility Decomposition of Hybrid Model

Table 4 decomposes each student’s expected match utility into their idiosyncratic and common

components for costs c ∈
!
0, 4

36

"
. In equilibrium at these costs, student h visits both schools, and

student ℓ does not visit either. Table 4’s rows correspond to the number of schools student m visits.

Conditional on visiting one school, it does not matter which she visits—the table’s entries remain

the same. For c ≤ 2
36 , student m is incentivized to visit both schools as opposed to just one.

Increased search at c = 2
36 causes a discontinuous jump down in welfare (last column of the table)

since the additional visit cost is larger than student m’s gains in E
3
S2ν(2)

"
. As under common

preferences, welfare under hybrid preferences has discontinuities and is nonmonotonic in costs.

Holding the number of visits constant, expected welfare is continuous in search costs. Hence,

discontinuities may occur only at costs that align with breakpoints in search.

Table 4: Decomposition of expected utilities and expected welfare for c ∈
%
0, 4

36

#
.

Student m visits E
"
δµ(1)

#
E
"
S1µ(1)

#
E
"
δµ(2)

#
E
"
S2µ(2)

#
E
"
δµ(3)

#
E
"
S3µ(3)

#
E [W ]

One school 23
36

50
36

17
36

42
36

14
36

36
36

182
36 − 3c

Both schools 23
36

50
36

18
36

43
36

13
36

36
36

183
36 − 4c
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